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EDW IN  RAYMOND ,  L T .
NYPD  L I E U T ENANT ,  EMMY - AWARD  WINNER

A lieutenant serving Brooklyn’s Bedford Stuyvesant
neighborhood, Edwin Raymond is the whistleblower and lead
plaintiff in an ongoing, federal, class action lawsuit that charges
the NYPD with corrupt and discriminatory practices. Edwin
provided damning evidence of the NYPD’s practice of Quota
Policing which targets minority communities, and “uses black
bodies to generate revenue.” His audio recording of his own
performance evaluation revealed the department’s continued
violation of a 2010 labor law that prohibits the NYPD from 1)
issuing quotas for evaluating officer performance, and 2)
penalizing officers who fail to meet quota.  A committed
community activist, Edwin co-founded Preparing Leaders of
Tomorrow, an organization that serves vulnerable youth. He
also advocates for Raise the Age, an initiative that reformed the
practice of automatically charging teenagers as adults -- even
for minor offenses. He is the subject of the 2018 Emmy Award-
winning documentary Crime + Punishment. The film offers a
peak behind the “Blue Wall of Silence,” revealing that the quota
directive is issued from the top, “and when I say ‘the top’,” said
Edwin, “I mean the very top: commissioners, deputy
commissioners, and even the mayor’s office.”

Most recently, in 2020, Edwin decided to run for the New York City Council seat in District 40
which includes the East Flatbush section of Brooklyn where he grew up and still lives. Brooklyn
is where my heart is,” says Edwin. “I love the people here and I take pride in our heritage. I am
committed to making the 40th Council District the ideal place to live, work, and raise a family.”

Speaker

Topics of Discussion

Impact of Generational Trauma
Policing in America

Bridging the Gap Between Communities of Color and Law Enforcement
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